Matthew Henry's Commentary on the Whole Bible: Volume II–I - First Kings to Esther

Matthew Flinders Zondervan

In becoming the first European to circumnavigate Australia, Matthew Flinders made a significant contribution to the understanding of the continent. His voyages helped link the Old and New Worlds, and his ship, the Investigator, was instrumental in the exploration of the trans-Pacific region. Flinders' voyages were not just scientific expeditions; they were also crucial in establishing diplomatic and economic relations between the British Empire and the newly discovered lands.

The Life of Captain Matthew Flinders

Captain Matthew Flinders was a prominent explorer and commander of the Investigator, the ship that circumnavigated Australia. The events leading up to his first voyage were marked by a personal crisis, as he turned away from business and toward painting as a response to a diagnosis of grave illness. Whether that diagnosis was accurate or not, it was the basis for a turn away from business and toward painting as a response to a diagnosis of grave illness. Whether that diagnosis was accurate or not, it was the basis for a turn away from business and toward painting as a response to a diagnosis of grave illness.

The WestEnd's Playbook

This text brings together in one volume two previous books that laid the groundwork for the construction of the dictionarioes in Diccionario Griego Espanol. The dictionary is the result of the joint efforts of some of the most prominent scholars of the Spanish-speaking world, and it is intended to be a valuable tool for students and researchers in the field of linguistics and literature.
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Preventive Justice, and palliative charity ... A sermon [on Matt. ix.}
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A sermon [on Matt. xiv. 34].. Decd. 31, 1837, for the benefit of the City of London national savings Bank.
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The Man Who Made A Football Club: Sir Matt Busby, who took Manchester United to unprecedented glory before seeing the club through profound tragedy, created the global entity that spreads from Old Trafford today. A player with Manchester City and Liverpool before the Second World War, Busby remained at the forefront of football through four decades and made an extraordinary contribution to the game in terms of both style and substance. In this definitive biography, Patrick Barclay looks back at Busby’s phenomenal life and career, including the rise of the Busby Babes in the 1950s, the Munich disaster that claimed 23 lives and the Wembley victory ten years on that made United the first English team to win the European Cup. Denis Law, Pat Crerand and such other members of that great side as Alex Stepney, David Sadler and John Aston are among the host of voices testifying to the qualities that set Sir Matt apart. This is the story of one of the greatest figures in football history, and of the making of a legacy that will last for ever.


A classic commentary in modern language—this volume contains the wealth of exposition, metaphors, analogies, and illustrations that have set Matthew Henry’s Commentary apart as one of the enduring legacies of faith—and presents them in the language of today. Passage by passage, its prayerful, penetrating reflections and rich insights into the very heart of God’s Word are sure to challenge and inspire you. Ideal for personal devotions, Bible studies, and sermon preparations, The New Matthew Henry Commentary will enable you to rediscover this classic work—or discover it for the first time. Forever fresh and never failing to render new pearls of wisdom, this beloved text is one that you will reach for often to obtain deeper understanding of and appreciation for the Scriptures.

“The Life of Matthew Flinders” by Sir Ernest Scott. Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that encompass every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten−yet undiscovered gems−of world literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce books that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
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